
ROYAL NEW BRUNSWICK RIFLE ASSOCIATION 

2021 ANNUAL PRIZE MEET 

Batouche Range, 5CDSB Gagetown 

 

MATCH DIRECTOR: Mark McMullin   mkmcmul@nb.sympatico.ca 

 

Pre- Registration Required 

 Registration Form 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES 

ALL DCRA SAFETY PROTOCOLS WILL BE OBSERVED 

Except when shooting, all rifles will have a chamber flag inserted into the breach OR MUST have the 

bolt removed. Prior to removing a rifle from the firing point, it must be cleared by the Range Safety 

Officer before the chamber flag is inserted. No rifles to the line unless CRO gives permission. 

EVENT FEES 

$100 for APM; Jr Members $55 

One day fee is $55 

Individual Matches may be entered on a space-available basis for a $15 fee. 

Round Count: 118, Not including shoot-offs, practice shots or foulers. 

 

APPEALS 

All shooting and scoring appeals must first be made to the Safety Officer on the firing line. If these 

cannot be resolved, an appeal may be directed to the Match Committee. The Match Committee will 

consist of a shooter from each province represented at the APM. 

CLASSES 

There will be three classes of shooting - TR, FTR and F-OPEN.  TR and FTR must be shot with 5.56 

mm or 7.62 mm. TR must use metallic sights and max bullet weight of 156 gr. F-Open must be less 

than 8 mm. There must be three registered shooters in a class for prizes to be awarded. 

TIE BREAKING 

Shoot-offs will be used to break ties in the overall aggregate of the Prince of Wales and the 

Governor General's matches only. Ties in other Matches will be determined by: 1) Highest score at 

the longest ranges, 2) Countback of the shots on score starting with the last shot fired, 3) highest 

number of converted sighters. 

FOOD & DRINK 

Competitors are advised to bring snacks and/or lunches as well as drinks to the range for each day 

as the lunch period will not be long enough to leave the range.  Water will be provided at the range.  

mailto: adamjmac@gmail.com
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https://forms.gle/EDpTzYLADo7xZQ3aA


TARGETS 

Electronic targets will be used for all matches and tablets are required by all shooters. Technical 

assistance will be available. DCRA targets will be used, except F-Class will shoot on the ICFRA 

target at 800 and 900 meters. 

At 300m, all shooters must raise their elevation 3 MOA. The target is adjusted below center so that 

the sighting center is not shot out. Normal elevations will be applied at all other ranges. 

On the first match of each day only, fouling shots will be allowed. Fouling shots must be shot into the 

backstop between targets. Any shots hitting the target will be scored. 

E-targets are to be cleared by either the Match Director or the E-target Tech only.  Targets will be 

cleared after the scorecards are reconciled to the electronic record. Any discrepancy noted when 

completing a string will be resolved before the scorecards are accepted. The signed scorecard 

becomes the official record once the scorecard is verified to match the electronic record and 

accepted. 

SCORECARDS AND SCORING 

All participants are responsible for scoring their shooting partner fairly and accurately.  Scorecards 

need to reviewed and signed by both the shooter and the scorekeeper.  Scores are not officially 

accepted until the paper copy is reconciled with the electronic record by stats personnel.  Any 

discrepancies will be reviewed and dealt with before the match continues. 

 

AGGREGATES 

Governor General:   Total Score of Matches 4a, 4b, 4c 

GG Trophy (Medals Limited to NB Residents) 

Prince of Wales:   Total Score in Matches 2a, 2b, 2c  

Trophy #34 

MacGillivray Mid Range:  Total Score in Matches 2b, 3, 4a  

Trophy #90 

Moe Norman Long Range:  Total Score in Matches 2c, 4b and 4c  

Trophy #81 

MacDonald Stewart Grand: Total Score of all Matches  

Trophy #50 (Medals Limited to DCRA Members) 

 

Cash Prizes: Prize money divided between classes proportionate to # entries 

Alban Emery $100 

George Burge Memorial $100 

John Gibson Memorial $200 
   



SCHEDULE 

Round Count: 118 

Not including shoot-offs, practice shots or foulers. 

 

Note, times are not finalized and are estimated start times only. Final schedule will be posted during 

the event. Matches may start earlier if time allows. 

 

SATURDAY, JULY 17  

 

0730 hrs Range Gate Opened, Range Setup Begins 

0830 hrs Registration RNBRA Trailer on Range 

0930 hrs Range Safety Briefing, e-target briefing and set-up at 300m firing point 

 

1000 hrs MATCH #1:  John Gibson Memorial Match (Trophy #37)   2ss10 @ 300m 

1120 hrs MATCH #2a: Prince of Wales 1st Stage (T. Eric Snow Match Trophy #41)  2ss7   @ 300m 

 

1240-1300 hrs BREAK and FALLBACK to 600m range:   

 

1300 hrs MATCH #2b: Prince of Wales 2nd Stage (G. Burge Match Trophy #33)  2ss10 @ 600m 

1420 hrs MATCH #3: Alban Emery Match (Trophy #38 and Plaque)    2ss15 @ 600m 

1540 hrs MATCH #4a: Governor General 1st Stage (Al Lockett Match)  2ss15 @ 600m 
 

 

 

SUNDAY, JULY 18 

 

0830 hrs Range Gate Opened, Registration for Sunday/Single match only shooters 
0930 hrs RSO briefing; e-target briefing and squadding at 800m firing point 
 

1000 hrs MATCH 2c:   Prince of Wales 3rd Stage (Trophy #36)    2ss15 @ 800m 
 

FALLBACK to 900m 

 

1145 hrs MATCH 4b:    Gov Gen 2nd Stage (Andy Gunter Match)   2ss15 @ 900m 
1315 hrs MATCH 4c:  Gov Gen 3rd Stage (Coles Trophy #46)   2ss15 @ 900m 

 

1500 hrs 

RESULTS Posted and Challenge Period 

Shooters have 15 minutes for the examination of results and to initiate challenges. 
AWARD Presentation on the Range at RNBRA Trailer 

 

 

Matches allotted approximately 5 minutes prep time plus 45 seconds per shot 

PLEASE BE READY TO SHOOT WHEN YOUR RELAY IS CALLED FORWARD. 

 

 


